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Abstract
In the field of real-time control applications, validation relies on a precise knowledge of the temporal
characteristics of the used data such as delays and loss rates. These data are provided by a dedicated software called
the driver. Consequently, it is necessary to evaluate the impact of the driver on the QoS (Quality of Service) of the
data. This work proposes a formal model of data drivers based on communicating timed automata and shows how
parameters of the driver impact the provided QoS of data.

1. Introduction
Computers are more and more used for process control systems (automotive, railway, industrial
processes). These computers implement control laws using data coming from sensors and producing
commands to actuators. Due to interactions and dynamic evolution of controlled process, the control law
implementation needs to satisfy some critical QoS constraints (data arrival laws, data lost rate, time
interval between command and data update).
Nowadays, these systems are more and more complex and the reuse of software components may
reduce the development costs. In process control system domain, reusable components are classically
execution services provided by a real time operating system respecting standards such as OSEK [5] or
POSIX [16]; remote communication services (FT layer of TTA [17]); and device drivers. The purpose of
the device driver is to provide an interface between the physical sensors and the applications. In this work,
we consider the data drivers, that is to say the data acquisition part of process control system [14].
Due to QoS constraints, it is necessary to produce a guaranteed evaluation of QoS characteristics of
drivers. In this work, we consider three classical QoS characteristics for process control system: maximum
and minimum delays, maximum loss rates and maximum consecutive losses.
The most common techniques to obtain maximum delays are based on tasks and messages scheduling
analysis [1, 19, 20, 23]. These techniques consider simple architectures, generally static, and give
unrealistic bounds. In order to limit this problem, many works are using techniques based on exhaustive
modelling of temporal behaviours such as communicating timed automata or hybrid automata [3, 4, 11,
13, 15, 18]. These works make possible to obtain general and realistic information about temporal
application behaviour of complex architectures (dynamic behaviours).
This paper aims to evaluate QoS characteristics of the data produced by driver. Because the
architecture of data acquisition system depends on many parameters such as buffer size and
communication policies and because the considered temporal behaviour is complex (arrivals law from the
sensors, loss rate), exhaustive modelling based on communicating timed automata seems more suitable.
Among existing formalisms, IF language is a well suited candidate. Indeed, it provides a full tool chain for
formal evaluation (LTS generation, abstraction, model checking tool [26]).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the data acquisition systems
and the desired QoS characteristics. The third section presents the modelling strategy. Then, the last
section illustrates the approach by analysing the impact of several parameters on the QoS characteristics.
We finally conclude the paper and give some perspectives.
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2. Context
2.1 Data acquisition system
A data acquisition system (c.f. figure 1) is made of four different elements:
- Physical sensor: a physical sensor converts information (temperature, speed) coming from the
environment to numerical data.
- Communication interface: a communication interface connects a sensor to the software part of
the system (analog-to-digital converter). It recovers data produced by the physical sensor and
stores them into a buffer accessible by the driver.
- Device driver: a device driver is a dedicated software integrated into the operating system and
independent of the application. It abstracts the hardware layer and can be used in various
applicative contexts. A device driver can be viewed as a “communication middleware” between
the controlled environment and a real time application. It transmits the data, stored into the device
buffer, to the application.
- Real time application: a real time application reads the data from the device drivers.
We make a distinction between the hardware driver (called communication interface) and the software
driver (called device driver).
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FIG. 1 – Data acquisition system model

2.2 Definition of QoS criteria
Depending on applications, the most relevant QoS criteria can differ [24]. Thereafter, the considered
QoS are:
- Delay: data used by the application reflect the process at a valid state but at a previous instant.
The delay is the interval of time between the instant when data changes on the controlled process
and the time when the application read it. We consider only maximum delay and minimum
delay.
- Loss rate: some information on controlled process will never arrive to the application and are
lost. The loss rate is the percentage of the amount of lost data by the amount of produced data. We
consider only the maximum loss rate.
2.3 Formal techniques and tools
A large number of works are related to the performance evaluation of the drivers used in large
information storage equipments. These approaches are generally based on execution observation
techniques (temporal trace analysis) [12, 2], or on simulation of models [11]. The main objective of these
works is the delay evaluation. But the used techniques are based on statistical or probabilistic analysis.
The obtained results are only average delays. Therefore the maximum delay can not be evaluated, which is
crucial for real time system dedicated to process control.
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Many languages and tools are identified for exhaustive modelling, based on communicating timed
automata, such as SDL [22], RdPT [10], Kronos [7], UPPAAL [11] and IF [8, 9]. IF is chosen because of
the large opening of the models and the use of models to generate exhaustive execution graphs. Using IF,
a system is described by a set of processes. A process is modelled by communicating timed automaton.
The processes communicate themselves asynchronously by signals or shared data. Each process owns a
FIFO queue (with or without loss) to manage incoming signals. From time execution flow point view, it is
important to notice that IF considers only discrete time. At last, from an IF specification, it possible to
generate a corresponding labelled transitions system (LTS). From the LTS and using specific tools, it is
possible to evaluate all the temporal behaviour of the system.

3. Formal models for data acquisition system
3.1 System modelling
This section presents main principles of IF modelling for the data acquisition system:
- Element of the system is modelled by an IF process.
- Because communication is asynchronous, a synchronous reading operation is modelled by an
emission of a signal read_X() and the waiting of a return signal ret_X() (c.f. figure 2).
- Only the temporal behaviour is modelled, the data values are not directly modelled and are used
only for observation.
We now give modelling principles for each element. A physical sensor is modelled by an IF sensor
process (c.f. figure2). A sensor process models the arrival law of the data coming from the physical
sensor. Data are produced according to a production law fixed by the sensor itself. We consider periodic
laws (with or without jitter), sporadic, or in gust [21] arrival laws.
A communication interface with physical sensor is modelled by an IF communication interface
process (c.f. figure2). A communication interface process models the data storage policy (FIFO, LIFO)
into buffers. A buffer is characterized by its size. When a buffer is full, we consider three cases: the data is
lost or the first or the last memorized data is overwriting and so lost.
The process models the temporal behaviour of the task: a device driver is modelled by a single IF
driver process. We assume that driver has a simple mono-task implementation. A driver process is
characterized by the task activation mode (polling mode or event-driven mode) and by the data storage
policy (FIFO or LIFO). In the polling mode, the driver process periodically checks the communication
interface buffer. In event-driven mode, the driver sets a signal conveying a specific “sending condition” to
the communication interface process. Then, after receiving a data, the communication interface process,
checks the sending condition in order to send a new data to the driver.
A real time application is also modelled by an IF application process. An application process can work
in two modes, either polling mode or event-driven mode (described in the previous part). We consider
here a single task application.
Because IF transitions have a null duration, time flow is only considered through transition instants
using clock guards. These guards may represent discrete intervals using specific IF constraint (delayable).
Due to temporal IF semantic, modelling a processing duration (related to task execution time) requires
addition of waiting states all over the various concerned processes. In fact execution time is viewed
through responsive time. The responsive time is related to the tasks execution time which depends on
execution CPU time (real execution time), the other concurrent tasks, the scheduling policy and the
presence of possible delays related to shared resources access. Scheduling Analyses [1, 20] make possible
to compute minimal and maximum bounds of these responsive times and then can be used in our proposed
models.
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FIG. 2 – An IF model of a data acquisition system for a periodic emission (period Xc of 10), a polling
driver process (Xp period of 15, lasted dtp of 2) and an application process in polling mode (Xa period of
20, lasted dta from 6 to 7).

3.1.1 QoS modelling
To evaluate QoS characteristics we propose two approaches. First approach is to introduce
observation variables into the model. The second approach is based on non intrusive observers. The
variables are counters instance number of signals (received by the application, sent by the sensor) and
temporal counters (instants of production or consumption of data). An observer is a specific process that
models a QoS characteristic. For instance, a delay is modelled via a specific process that behaviour is:
- Wait for signal “a new data is sent by the sensor”.
- Wait for ticks.
- Wait for a signal “a new data is read by application”.
The system is then instrumented with specific output signals (“a new data is sent by the sensor”, “a new
data is read by application”).
The introduction of observation variables, such as a signal counter explodes the LTS generation.
Indeed, this counter is incremented with each new data production (for instance a periodic low), following
the time flow, it has infinite value. In order to perform an analysis, it is necessary to fix the system
execution time to obtain a bounded LTS. The execution time must guarantee the generation of all cases.
We proceed in two steps. We execute a first model without observation variables. The generated LTS
must be finite (cyclic behaviour) and provides the execution time necessary to the model simulation with
observation variable. It is necessary to notice that the introduced variables counters do not impact the
system behaviour.
For the second approach to avoid infinite LTS, the observers have to be dynamically managed. An
observer is created for a new event occurrence and is deleted when the QoS characteristic is computed
(when the data is read by the application) or when the data is lost (full buffer). The second approach is
easier to implement but limited to QoS related to single data (Maximum delay). The first one is more
complex (two simulations) but more suitable for QoS related to data flow (maximum consecutive lost for
a given time interval).
Due to the number of clocks, systems may generate LTS with a large size. For example, for simple
architecture (mono task) and partly reduced (data not modelled) the generated LTS can go up to 1,000,000
states. The risks of combinatorial state explosion are real and will be illustrated thereafter.
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4. Experimentations
4.1 Basic illustration
In order to validate and to illustrate the proposed approach, we present a first basic example :
- the physical sensor period Tc is set to 10 units of time
- the communication interface buffer size is 1
- the driver works in polling mode and has an a priori unknown period Tp, its buffer size is 1 with
data overwrite if necessary, its responsive time is fixed as a constant 2 units of time
- the application period Ta is equal to 20 units of time and its responsive time considered as null
- At last, it is considered that all the activities of the system (sensor, driver, application) start at the
same time.
The figure 3 represents the evolution of the maximum loss rate according to driver period. We
consider the discrete interval of time [3, 42]. The shape of the obtained curve is relatively simple to
interpret. The percentage of loss increases with the driver period. We notice three areas on the shape:
- in the first one from 3 to 18, the loss rate is equals to 50%. The data is produced (Tc=10) two
times more than the application reads it (Ta=20).
- from the 18 to 38 the loss rate is higher (75%) because the driver is not executed as often as
necessary (Td > Ta).
- new area, is for each application period (38,…). The values (18, 38, 58, ..) are a consequence of
responsive time, equals to 2 units of time.
The figure 4 represents the evolution of the minimum and maximum delays according to the driver
polling period. For the minimum delay, we notice three possible values equals to 0, 10 and 20 units of
time. This curve can be obtained by analytical approaches. Using these techniques, either exact evaluation
or bounds evaluation can be performed. For the first one, due to space restriction, we just illustrate how to
evaluate when maximum delay is null. A null delay corresponds to a perfect synchronisation between
production of the data by the sensor, the driver storage and the application consumption. These
correspondences can be modelled by the following equation:
n1 * Tc = n2 * Tp + Cexec = n3 * Ta
– n1 * Tc represents dates of production by the sensor.
– n2 * Tp represents driver activation dates.
– Cexec represent the driver responsive time.
– n3 * Ta represent application consumption dates.
To solve this equation, we have to search positive integer solutions for n1, n2 and n3. The solving of
this kind of equations (known as diophantines) is relatively simple (based on the calculation of Greatest
Common Factor). Thus it is possible, for each Tp, to find if this equation has an integer solution. If a
solution exists the correspondence is possible and the delay is null.

FIG. 3 – Maximum loss rate
according driver period

FIG. 4 – Minimum and maximum delay
according driver period
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To evaluate bounds (best and worst delay), it is possible to use RMA technique [19] :
- minimum delay is equals to 0 (synchronisation of each elements).
- for maximum delay, they are two cases. If the driver is executed less often than the application
(Tp < Ta), the maximum delay is equals to Tc+Tp. If the driver is executed more often than the
application (Tp > Ta), either the data is lost or the data has a maximum delay equals to Tc+Ta.
This basic case shows the interest of an exhaustive evaluation (impact of responsive time on loss rate,
common factors between the different periods) and realistic results (compare to RMA techniques).
Moreover, exhaustive simulation tools bring the benefit of an automating (correctness, time) evaluation.

4.2 Realistic examples
In order to evaluate the interest of the proposed approach, we consider more complex systems. In the
previous example, the application responsive time and its variability were neglected. Moreover, the
previous case is very particular because of the common factor between sensor and application periods (10
and 20). We consider now the same case study but with different parameters. The results are presented on
figures 5.x :
- 5a: hypothesis given by figure 4 and responsive time of the application is set to 7.
- 5c: hypothesis given by 5a and responsive time of the application is set to [6, 7].
- 5d: hypothesis given by 5c and responsive time of the driver is set to [1, 2].
- 5b: hypothesis given by figure 4 and application period is set to 15.
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FIG. 5 – Evolution of the delay according to the driver polling period for different requirements system
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First of all, it is interesting to notice that the minimum and maximum delays of the figure 5d are
included in those of the figure 5c, them even include in those of the figure 5a.The reason is the case 5d
contains the case 5c that contains itself the case 5a.
Let us compare, figures 4 and 5a. Figure 4 is in fact a very particular case because it offers many
points of synchronization (between the sensor, the driver and the application). This phenomenon explains
the complex form of the results. The curves of the figure 5a thus are more smoothed. The minimum
delay is now 7 (reading all the (20 k +7) units of times of a data produced by the sensor all 20k units of
time). Some interesting points exist and correspond to particular synchronization between the application
and the sensor.
The figure 5c is also smoothed. This illustration shows that the variability limits the impact of
common factors. The figure 5d is very similar to the figure 5c, besides some small differences of +/- 1 unit
on the minimum and maximum delays related to the influence of the interval [1, 2]. It must be noticed that
there are for certain driver periods (7 and 17), the maximum delay is worst for [1, 2] than for 2.
Finally the figure 5b, shows an example of influence of the application parameters. The application
period is changed from 20 units of time to 15 units of time: it involves considerable changes on the values
obtained, but also of the curve shape.

4.3 Analysis
These experiments show the good expressivity of the models. In particular, they allow us to take into
account the temporal properties defined as intervals. The analysis of these models remains possible and
makes possible to obtain results that are not really intuitive and more realistic than result provided by
RMA techniques.
A complete analysis of the considered cases is possible without considering communicating timed
automata (the previous section). But, model based on communicating timed automata has the major
interest to manage automatically the explosion of the number of cases to consider. Of course, the
combinatorial state explosion is an important problem that must be considered. Table 1 presents the
evolution of the states number for the generated LTS (in absence of observation variables). The examples
of figure 5.a and 5.b do not raise difficulties. On the other hand, a more complex example, including a
sporadic emission law, increases considerably the number of states on the generated LTS. For instance,
changing the arrival laws of data to an interval [10,11] could not be explored because the analysis of the
models (including observation elements) explodes (lightly) on the low power machine used to carry out
the experiments.
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5. Conclusion
This paper proposes models of behavioural and temporal specification of a data acquisition system.
These models make possible to characterize an acquisition driver from the QoS point of view. These
models are expressed using IF timed automata and take into account the sensors, the communication
interface, the driver and the application. The presented results demonstrate that the QoS properties
evolution is complex and depends on several parameters, in particular of the driver architecture, but also
of its execution environment.
This work can be used to qualify a software component for a particular context. It can also be useful to
choose the driver parameters (polling period, buffers size).
The perspectives of this work are first to consider more complex architectures (multitasks, data
multiplexing, layered drivers) and second to allow complex temporal models (continuous time, stochastic
models).
At last, the problems of combinatorial state explosion raised in the previous paragraphs will be the
subject of future works. We will evaluate the reductions using equivalence and/or the introduction of precomputed analytical results.
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